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HOMESTAY RATING SYSTEM

In tourism, as well as for many other fields, quality often
goes with rating. Knowing that the level of comfort can vary
significantly from one accommodation to another, we have
sorted our homestay accommodation in order for you to
choose according to your comfort requirements.
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Rudimentary comfort 1-elephant
Being the only choice in remote areas, often in ethnics minorities, the 1-elephant homestay
accommodation are wide houses made of traditional wood. The bedding is done in a spacious
common room with mattresses placed on the floor, along with blankets and mosquito nets.
Sanitary facilities (shower, toilet...) are in common and located outside the house. The kitchen can be
situated inside or next to the bedding zone. Meals are taken together with the host family seated on
mats.
The weather can be cold in winter due to the low insulation quality. Very little intimacy but large
friendliness. The light sleeper travelers can sometimes be bothered by noise in the morning (family
activity, animals ...)

Ban Pak Nguey, Laos

Basic comfort 2-elephant
Lodging in dormitory in mountainous but easily accessible areas, always in ethnic minorities within
vast wooden houses on stilts. The bedding is done in a spacious common room with mattresses
placed on the floor, along with blankets and mosquito nets. Beds are separated by a curtain or a
light wall, giving some privacy.
Sanitary facilities is better than the 1-elephant accommodation and most of the time has one or two
real bathrooms in common, close to the bedding zone. Hot shower is always possible.
Kitchen and dining room are separated from the bedding zone.
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Muang Ngoi, Laos

Decent comfort 3-elephant
Gather houses that have usually been partially refitted alongside the resident in order to bring
some more comfort to our travelers. This type of lodging offer private rooms with bed, mattress and
fan. In winter it can still be slightly cold. Sanitary facilities are in common and located on the same
floor as the rooms. Meals are taken together with the host family on a table with chairs.

Ban Lae, Laos
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